
GALLERY BOOK
COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS



RETRACTABLE SHADE SAILS
Al Shaheed Park Phase II - KUWAIT

Installation of total 32 units Retractable Sails with 3 &  4 pillars for Phase II of Amiri Diwan’s Park in Kuwait.  



RETRACTABLE PERGOLA SEQUENCE
ADNOC MALL - Ruwais UAE

Photoshoot while the project was under construction.

Two areas were covered with model SEQEUNCE, of total 
880 sqm in 16 units.

Sunworker canvas was used for this project.



FIXED MULTISTYLE PERGOLA
Majnoon Cafe - KUWAIT

Fixed aluminum pergola without visible screws and Sunworker 
microperforated canvas.

The designed was based on the drawings of MICHAELIS BOYD 
ASSOCIATES. the architect studio based in London.



RETRACTABLE PERGOLA FUSION
Hanin Cafe - Kuwait

This is a double pitched FUSION model with Door Slide glass panels around in tinted gray color.

The structure is based on a steel truss and equipped with AC and ventilation system, able to cool down the area even during 
the very hot summer time in Kuwait.

All designs were made by MIBA and produced locally.



HIGH LOW PERGOLA MODEL
Casa Tu - Mykonos GREECE

Slim and refined retractable glass 
system, fixed on an existing decora-
tive steel pergola.

The simple straight lines allow a 
clean view of the amazing landscape 
without obstacles.

All operated with Somfy motors, pro-
vide a simple solution for the windy 
days on the Greek island.



RETRACTABLE PERGOLA BOX
Daneel’s Reastaurant - Gistoux BELGIUM

Box retractable pergola 
and Door Slide  glass 
panels around, in order 
to create a unique 
warm atmoshere.

Equipped with LED 
lights on the canvas 
and Somfy Dimmer



RETRACTABLE PERGOLA CURVA
Desert Palm Hotel - Dubai UAE

37m long Curva pergola, 
offering a blackout shade in 
front of this amazing Polo 
court.

The Sunblock canvas offers a 
low temperature during the 
day, in combination with the 
vertical shades.



RETRACTABLE PERGOLA FUSION
Dante Reastaurant - Berlin GERMANY

This FUSION model created an outdoor area for this reastaurant, actually doubling the number or tables and guests. 
The perimeter is closed wigh High Low retractable glass walls and also with Door Slide.

Clean simple lines with automated operation by Somfy, and also LED lights on canvas for a special ambient interior. 



RETRACTABLE PERGOLA FUSION
DOPA Diamond Tools GmbH - Berlin GERMANY

DOPA factory had to create a 
protected outdoor are for the 
employes, a smoking and relax-
ing area on the terrace.

Fusion was the ideal solution for 
this use. 

With special fixation due to the 
aluminium facade, we achieved 
a result of high aesthetics and 
functuanality. 



RETRACTABLE PERGOLA EXTEND
Herkules Reastaurant - Leipzig GERMANY

This 112sqm structure is a two units FUSION with Door Slide panels on 
the side and Verti Crystal transparent film.

The area can be totally closed and heated, operating both during winter 
and summer time.



BIOCLIMATIC PERGOLA BLADEROOF
Ippokampos Restaurant - Naxos island GREECE

Bioclimatic BLADEROOF, offrs an amazing possibility to adjust the light, air, and teperature of the shaded area. 
This amazing restaurant just next to the beach has four Bladeroof units with dorr Slide glass panels around, for maximum 
protection from the windy weather during winter and summer time.

Minimalistic, smiple and straight lines, ideal for any modern architectural creation.... 



RETRACTABLE PERGOLA SEQUENCE
Laas Event Hall - Pallini GREECE

Model Sequence is used in 
this 450sqm structure. 
An I beam steel frame is 
supporting the Sequence 
systems and the area is 
closed aroung with Door 
Fold glass walls.
This is an Event Hall hosting 
more than 600 guests.



RETRACTABLE PERGOLA FUSION
La Pepiniere Restaurant - Waterloo BELGIUM 

Waterloo’s most famous Lobster restaurant installed a double pitched FUSION, sliding doors and High Lows, trusting 
miba to manufacture all the structures and frames.
It was a complete makeover of th outdoor area.



BIOCLIMATIC PERGOLA BLADEROOF
Strampen Reastaurant - Vaasa FINLAND

Four units of BLADEROOF are 
used for this project.
The perimeter is closed ver-
ticaly with Door Slide system 
and the structure of total 
dimensions 1100X550 has no 
pillars in the middle.

The demanding weather 
conditions of Finland were 
never a problem for this solid, 
strong structure.



BIOCLIMATIC PERGOLA BLADEROOF
The Alex Hotel - Piraeus GREECE

On the Roof-Garden of Alex Hotel, gazing at the amaz-
ing sea side the Nest is a unique area to chil, dinne or 
relax under this BLADERROF pergola.

The Door Slide glass panels ensure ideal weather con-
ditions anytime of the day and the view is worth more 
than words.

Dimmable ambient light on the beams creates a ro-
mantic atmosphere.



RETRACTABLE PERGOLA FUSION FREE
Europa Waterpark - Rust GERMANY

With presence in Europe’s largest Theme Park, miba is proud to present the hanging version of FUSION. Four retractable units 
of more than 120sqm shade one of the most visited Parks in Germany.
For this project the perforated Soltis W96 canvas is used.

RETRACTABLE PERGOLA FUSION FREE
Europa Waterpark - Rust GERMANY



RETRACTABLE PERGOLA BOX
Horizon Cafe - NETHERLANDS

Enjoy your coffee under the protection fo our 
BOX retractable pergola.

Blending in, this flat structure is not only wind 
proof but also watertight.



RETRACTABLE PERGOLA SEQUENCE
Gregos Event Hall - Tatoi GREECE

More than 540 sqm are covered byt the Sequence model.
The steel frame, AC and ventilation were all designed by MIBA. 
For the perimeter closure of this building DOOR FOLD double glass is used.
The Event area can hold more than 650 guests and works during the whole year.



RETRACTABLE PERGOLA SEQUENCE
Hotel Royal Olympic - Athens GREECE

The luxurious Hotel with the incredi-
ble view from the roof garden, gazing 
at the Parthenon, Lycabetus Hill and 
many other ancient ruins, is protected 
by a Sequence system made by MIBA.

The total are of more than 450sqm is 
suppported by a strong steel frame 
with no intermediate pillars.

Due to the very strong winds on the 
7th floor, Door Fold glasses are used 
to close and protect the expensive 
restaurant with the elite guests.



BIOCLIMATIC PERGOLA BLADEROOF
MAESTRAL Casino & Spa - Budva Montenegro

Maestral is a special project with nine units of Bioclimativ pergolas. Due to the strange layout, the project required special 
processing that only BLADEROOF system can achive.

Sliding doors and elegant heaters were also used for this project.



RETRACTABLE PERGOLA BOX
Pai Thai Restaurant - Dubai UAE

Pai Thai restaurant, located in the 
Jumeirah complex just next to Burj 
Al Arab, requested this integrated 
Box structure.

This is the main restaurant area, 
protected totally from the severe 
weather conditions during summer, 
but protected also from wind and 
rain.

The system is motorized with 
remote control.



RETRACTABLE PERGOLA SEQUENCE
Goody’s Fast Food - Ilioupoli GREECE

RETRACTABLE PERGOLA CURVA
Athens Metro Mall - Athens GREECE

RETRACTABLE PERGOLA EXTEND
Premier Hotel - SPAIN

RETRACTABLE PERGOLA EXTEND
The Yard - SAUDI ARABIA

RETRACTABLE PERGOLA SEQUENCE
Kavos Cafe - Mati GRRECE

RETRACTABLE PERGOLA FUSION
Delfi Restaurant - GERMANY

RETRACTABLE PERGOLA FUSION
La Luna Restaurant - Dubai UAE

RETRACTABLE PERGOLA FUSION FREE
Irish Pub - IRELAND



BIOCLIMATIC PERGOLA BLADEROOF
Private Villa - BELGIUM

BIOCLIMATIC PERGOLA BLADEROOF
Private Villa  - GREECE

FIXED PERGOLA MULTISTYLE
Private Villa - ITALY

BIOCLIMATIC PERGOLA BLADEROOF
Private Villa  - GREECE

RETRACTABLE PERGOLA SEQUENCE
Private Villa - GREECE

RETRACTABLE PERGOLA SEQUENCE
Private Villa - FRANCE

RETRACTABLE PERGOLA FUSION FREE
Private Villa (Parking) - GREECE

RETRACTABLE PERGOLA FUSION
Private Villa - USA
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HEAD OFFICES
KONSTANTINOUPOLEOS 61
13675 - ACHARNES (Athens)
GREECE

+30 210 2389999

miba@miba.gr

www.miba.gr

GCC BRANCH
DWC FREE ZONE
DUBAI - UAE
+971 52 1378228
info@shadingoutdoors.com
www.shadingoutdoors.com

GERMANY BRANCH
Prodan Ivanov
+49 1575 1112045
germany@miba.gr

BELGIUM BRANCH
DHD - Jean Papageorgiou
+32 4759 15883
belgium@miba.gr

IBERIAN PENINSULA BRANCH
Luca Mainardi
+34 6196 24628 
iberia@miba.gr


